test 3a
Grammar
1

3

Make sentences in the simple past with too
and a word from the box. Use the cues.
(3 points each)
high difficult

low

old

expensive

1. I’ve lost my keys. I need to find

4. We’re going to have coffee after work.
Will you come with
?

2. They found it hard to climb the mountain.

5. She’s a nice person. I really like
.

3. She couldn’t drink the tea.

6. Ted forgot his lunch. I feel sorry
for
.

4. Yasmin’s coat had holes in it.

4

5. I couldn’t afford to go to Paris.

Complete the answers or the questions with
the correct possessive pronouns.
(1 point each)
1. Is this Kim’s book? Yes, it’s

hers

.

2. That’s Jared’s bag. The jacket on top of it
is also
.

6. Patricia’s back hurt from writing on her
desk.

3. That’s not my parents’ house. The one
over there is
.
4. My sister and I share the same bedroom.
The computer in there is
, too.

Use not + the correct adjective + enough to
complete the sentences. (1 point each)

5. I’m sorry your cell phone isn’t working.
Here, go ahead and use
.

1. My shirt is not thick enough (thin / thick )
to keep me warm. I have to wear more
clothes.

6. Is that wallet
your desk.

2. Larry’s sneakers are
(small
/ big ) to fit his brother Carl. Carl’s feet are
a size bigger than Larry’s.

? It’s right under

Vocabulary

3. This book is
(interesting /
boring ) to make me keep on reading.

5. Our suitcases were
heavy ) for us to carry.

.

3. Let’s talk about this later. Please call
tomorrow.

hot

It was too difficult.

4. Her clothes are
dressy ) for a formal dinner.

them

2. Oh, I love that movie! I can watch
again.

1. He couldn’t finish the test

2

Complete the sentences with the correct
object pronouns. (1 point each)

5

(casual /

Circle the correct adjectives to complete the
sentences. (1 point each)
1. To keep cool in the summer, I wear longsleeved / short-sleeved dresses to work.

(light /

2. His jeans are too baggy / tight. He should
buy a smaller size.

6. Those jeans are
(cheap
/ expensive) for me. I need to save more
money to buy them.

3. I don’t like plain / striped clothes; I
usually choose plain colors.
4. My hairstyle is very casual / formal. I can
do it quickly and not worry about it.
5. I bought this polka dot / leather jacket this
morning. I like a simple and solid look.
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test 3a
Communication
6

Some of my friends choose designer clothes
simply because these clothes are “in” and not
because they look good in them. I think we
all need to feel comfortable and good in what
we wear but we can do this without becoming
fashion slaves.

Complete the dialogue by filling in the
blanks. (1 point each)
wearing
comfortable
uniforms

sneakers
pajamas
suit and tie

A: What style of 1 clothes
wear to school?
B: We wear 2
same.

clothes
jeans
dressy
do you have to

1. The writer thinks wearing designer
clothes makes people more popular.

. We all look the

2. The writer thinks buying expensive
clothes does not make a person
better.

A: I think 3
uniforms is good.
Uniforms make you feel part of a group.

3. The writer spends a lot of money on
clothes.

B: I think it’s much more fun to wear
4
and 5
.
A: That’s true. Casual clothes are

6

4. The writer says we can buy clothes
without becoming fashion slaves.

.

B: You know, in some private schools, boys
have to wear a 7
.

Writing

A: I don’t think I’d like that. That would be
too 8
for me.

8

B: Me, too. I loved it in elementary school
when we could wear 9
for a
day.

Some people think it is good to wear a
uniform.

Reading
7

Complete this paragraph with your own
opinion. State your opinion clearly, support
your opinion with reasons, and write a
conclusion. (15 points)

I think

Read the essay and write True (T) or False (F)
for the statements below. (1 point each)

First, uniforms are

Do you think that a person who dresses
fashionably or buys expensive clothes is a better
person than someone who wears second-hand
clothes?
There are people who think that wearing
designer clothes will make them more popular
and interesting, but I disagree. I usually wear
comfortable clothes and I do not spend lots of
money on clothes. When I look at my friends
who spend all their pocket money on new
clothes I feel uncomfortable.
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Second, wearing a uniform means
Everyone
It’s also
In conclusion  

61
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